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My dear great community of Idara-e-Jaferia,
Assalaam alaikum wa barakatoh.
I would like to congratulate our entire ummah for the arrival of this holy month, the month of
blessing, the month of mercy, the month of forgiveness. I would also congratulate our great
community of the Idara-e-Jaferia, in particular, for the arrival of this great month and I pray to
Allah(SWT) that whatever the blessings that comes with this month, may Allah (SWT) not deprive us
from those blessings. Do not deprive us from all of those mercies that come with this month. Do not
deprive us from all the forgiveness that comes with this month.
I encourage our dear community to take advantage of this holy month and do the best that we can
during this holy month, as it is a great blessing that we have lived to see it another year. Look
around yourself, look around your family, look around in your community and you will see many
people that you fasted with last year are no longer here this year to fast. But Allah(SWT) chose you
to give you another opportunity to see another year to pray and fast this holy month. It is indeed a
great opportunity that we must take advantage of to pray, fast and utilize every minute, every
second of this month as much as we can, inshallah. And as we fast in this holy month and we pray,
please keep in mind your dear brothers and sisters that are in other parts of the world suffering for
one reason or another. Remember them in your prayers. Look at your community and outside our
community, see those who are also suffering from sickness, please pray for them and their fastest
recovery. And lastly, don’t forget our deceased ones who also wish to be here to enjoy this holy
month of Ramadan but they were not given that opportunity. I pray to Allah(SWT) that as we began
this holy month of Ramadan with Bismillah, beginning it in the name of Allah (SWT) and for the sake
of Allah (SWT), may we all end the month of Ramadan with Alhamdullilah, Inshallah.
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May all your sins be forgiven and may all your prayers be accepted, Inshallah. May Allah bless all of
you and accept all your duas.
As salaam alaikum rahmatullah wa barakatoh.
- Sheikh Abdul Jalil Nawee
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An Analysis of Laylatul Qadr
by Syed Jafar Husayn Rizvi
In The Name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful
1. “Indeed We sent it down on the Night of Ordainment.”
2. “And what will show you what is the Night of Ordainment?"
3. “The Night of Ordainment is better than a thousand months.”
4. “In it the angels and the Spirit descend, by the leave of their Lord, with every command.
5. “It is peaceful until the rising of the dawn.”
It is an opportunity unlike any other. A chance to change/determine our destiny for the upcoming year. A
chance to receive blessings unparalleled to any other time of the year. A night of such greatness, honor,
and status that it supersedes one-thousand months. It is the greatest night of all nights, which comes
during the greatest month of the year. In Islam, night itself has a special status, and this is indeed the
King of nights. This is Laylatul Qadr. But what exactly is the “Night of Ordainment” and why is it so
special? To begin the journey in understanding the greatness of this night, there is no better place to start
than with the Holy Qur’an, for indeed the Qur’an and the “Night of Ordainment” have a special
relationship. In fact, there is an entire chapter dedicated to showing us the superiority of this night.
Chapter 97 begins by introducing the grandeur of this night by informing us that the Holy Qur’an was
revealed in it. But what is interesting is that, instead of continuing to talk about the Qur’an and its status,
God tells us about the night itself. Shaykh Habib al-Kadhimi in his exegesis of this chapter gives the
analogy of someone who tells of an important guest who is staying at a specific place, but instead of
telling you about the guest, he tells you about the place where the guest will be staying. In doing so, it
serves to highlight how special of a place it must be if this guest is staying there, and this is one of the
techniques Allah(SWT) uses in shining light on Laylatul Qadr, by showing some of its greatness comes
from the fact that the Qur’an was revealed therein. While there are many aspects of Laylatul Qadr to
examine and analyze, there are two main questions which one asks while reading this chapter. InshAllah
we seek to answer those questions which are as follows:
1. When was the Holy Qur’an revealed?
2. If it is referred to as the “Night of Destiny”, does that mean our destiny can change?
Is it commonly known as stated in not only this surah, but verse 185 of Surah Baqarah, that the Holy
Qur’an was revealed in the Month of Ramadan, on the night of Qadr. People ask the question, however,
how can that be if we recognize that the first ayats of the Holy Qur’an to be revealed to the Holy
Prophet(s) were the beginning ayats of Surah Alaq on the 27th of Rajab, known as the Mab’ath? To solve
this apparent contradiction, we first look at the fact that there are two types of revelation: Inzal and
Tanzil, or Direct v. Gradual revelation. While the period of revelation occurred over the final 23 years of
the blessed life of the Holy Prophet(s), the Night of Qadr is when the entire Qur’an was sent upon the
heart of Rasulallah(s). This highlights the status and remarkable heart that the Holy Prophet(s) had, to be
able to accept the entire Qur’an in one night, and again is another way of honoring the Holy Prophet(s) by
choosing His(s) heart to be the receptacle of Allah(SWT)’s divine revelations. An analogy which is often
given is that the whole of the program was downloaded on the night of Qadr, but was used and brought
up when it needed to be accessed over the 23 years, when Allah(SWT) willed and deemed it appropriate.
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An Analysis of Laylatul Qadr Cont.
The next question which is asked is, if this is the night when our destinies are set for the year, how can
a destiny which is set, change, when God already knows the outcome, and does this mean that God’s
knowledge is changing? Firstly, not only does God’s knowledge not change, but it has no bearing on
our ability to perform an action. For that lack of free will concerning our deeds would contradict the
justice of God. Secondly, we have a concept known as “Bad’a”, or changing of the divine will. What this
means is that Allah(SWT) has allowed for certain things to be changed depending on the actions we
perform, such as the amaal of Laylatul Qadr, when done with a sincere intention. But it is still within
God’s system, and not a change that comes as a surprise to God, for Allah is above change, whether it
be a change to His knowledge or any other aspect of His existence.
After beginning to learn about the greatness of this night, and answering the two questions above, we
conclude with the following points. First, we must stop and simply reflect on the unfathomable mercy
of the All-Mighty that every year He grants us the opportunity to earn such blessings, to have our sins
forgiven, to come back to His path, all of which are always possible, but on this night, it is earned in a
way which is almost effortless. It is a lesson in appreciating what really matters, and that is our
relationship with our creator, for all of these acts of worship are simply a means to connect back,
submit, and dedicate our life to our sustainer, and our Lord. While there are many amaal which are
recommended on that night, some of which include the recitation of surahs Ankabut, Rum, and
Dukhan, and the duas from Sahifa Sajjadiya, specifically dua tawbah, and dua makarim akhlaq. Other
acts include the recitation of Dua Jawshan al-Kabir, and the recitation of Surah al-Qadr a thousand
times, and while all these actions are magnificent and highly recommended, it is said that the best
action on this night is to seek knowledge and to learn. Learn about your creator, learn about the
philosophy of this religion, learn about the fundamental aspects of this faith, or study the laws of
jurisprudence. Spend time reflecting upon the lives of the Holy Prophet(s) and His pure progeny. The
message is to not let this opportunity go to waste. The message is to come out of this night a person
who is closer to God, then when he/she started the night. Clear your heart of all things other than the
love of God. Remove any grudges, or envy, jealousy, hatred towards your fellow brethren, and forgive,
just as we beg for the forgiveness of Allah(SWT) on this night. We pray to Allah(SWT) that we take
advantage of the “Night of Ordainment”, and earn God’s pleasure in a way that brings us closer to Him
so that we never go back from His path, rather we continue forward, submitting and serving God at all
times.

Surah-e-Fateha Request
May the blessings of Laylatul Qadr, the night of
forgiveness bless the souls of our marhoomeen.
Please recite Surah-e-Fateha on this special night for
the sawab of those who are not with us any more.
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Fuzt wa Rabb al-Kaʿba
by Fareeha Amir

ُف ْز ُت َو َر ِّب ْل َك
ْع
َب
ا ة
Fuzt wa Rabb al-Kaʿba
"I swear to the Lord of the Kaa'ba that I have
prospered."
This was the famous statement of Imam Ali (as) as
he was struck by the poisonous sword of Abdul
Rahman Ibne Muljim on the morning of 19th
Ramadan in Masjid-e-Kufa.
But why did Imam Ali (as) say these exact words at
the time of his death? Was it that he had attained
shahadath that he was victorious? Or was it that
the entirety of his life and the purpose of his life
had been fulfilled and he was thus successful?
Although many have said he was victorious
because he had attained shahadath, I would argue
the latter is more accurate. Imam Ali (as) always
sought shahadath throughout his life, he was never
afraid to put everything on the line for the mission
of Islam. He could have said these lines when he
was going to battle Marhab, or challenging Amr ibn
Abd al-Wud, or when he was the last one
continuing to battle in Ohad. But he said it much
later, when he was in sujood, in the masjid when
the fatal sword was struck, a place unusual for
someone to be killed.
Shahadath is of course the greatest honor, but the
statement of Imam Ali (as) proved many things
beyond just him attaining Shahadath. These words,
spoken at a time of incredible heartbreak and pain,
were a culmination of the mission of his life and
existence.

First, it proves that Imam Ali (as) lived his life in
servitude of Allah (swt), as he specifically
swears by Allah (swt) that he has become
successful in a spiritual manner. The meaning of
Fauz, the root of Fuzt is reaching a spiritual or
Godly success. He achieved the highest position,
which is what Allah (swt) wanted him to achieve.
As said in the Quran, Imam Ali had sold his soul
to Allah on the day he slept in the bed of the
Prophet.Second, it proves that although some do
consider him to be God, nawzubillah, in reality he
was a true servant of God, because he again
specifically swears by Allah’s name. Third, it
proves his remarkable and distinguished
success as one of the most beloved and chosen
of Allah (swt), for he was born in the Kaa'ba, the
house of Allah (swt) and achieved shahadath in
a masjid, another house of Allah (swt). There is
no other on this earth who can claim this honor,
it was only ever bestowed upon Ameer-ulMomineen.
And so it is said in the Holy Quran - “Among the
Believers are men who have been true to their
covenant with Allah: of them some have
something else???
completed their vow (to the extreme), and some
(still) wait: but they have never changed (their
determination) in the least” [Qur’an 33:23]
In this verse, scholars in tafseer have said that
the one who waits is in reference to Imam Ali
(as), proving that Imam Ali (as) has indeed
completed his promise to Allah, but waited to
announce it.
With the recent commemoration of the
martyrdom of Imam Ali (as) I hope that we can
continue to seek more knowledge on the life he
lived and the greatness of his personality.
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Sayings of Imam Hasan (as)
Some wise words and saying of Imam Hasan-al-Mujtaba (as)
Wisdom is capable of making a person comprehend the welfare of both the worlds.
The zenith of wisdom is good conduct and good relations with people.
Life is sweetest with good manners and morality.
Three qualities which ruin a people are pride, avarice & prejudice.
Pride is the destroyer of religion and Iblees (Satan) was destroyed because of pride.
Avarice is the enemy of the soul. Adam was removed from paradise because of avarice.
Prejudice leads to all evils. Cain (Qabeel) killed Abel (Habeel) because of prejudice.
Teach your knowledge to others and learn the knowledge of others, thus you will consolidate
your own knowledge and will learn what you do not know.
Fear of the Hereafter disappears from the heart of a person who loves this world excessively.
Remove the plights of the distressed before they express them.
A relative is one who is kind to you, even though he or she is a stranger
Truth and falsehood are four fingers apart. What you see with your eyes is true, whereas your
ears hear so many false things.

Treat others similar to the
way you would like for
them to treat you
-Imam Hasan (as) [Bihar ul Anwar Vol 78]

The distance
between heaven and
earth is the cry of an
oppress person in
Dua (prayers)
- Imam Hasan (as) 5

Treaty of Imam Hasan (as)
by Amena Talajawala
Imam Hasan’s (AS) legacy as an Imam has often been unfairly
overlooked and sometimes even demonized by a majority of
the Muslim Ummah. One of the widely known events of Imam
Hasan’s Imamate was his treaty with Muawaiya (LA), where
he ceded control of the caliphate under a few conditions.
Many have described Imam Hasan (AS) as weak for “giving
away” the caliphate to a tyrant like Muawaiya (LA). However,
those people lack a deeper understanding of these historical
events. The reality is that Imam Hasan (AS) had multiple
important reasons for agreeing to this treaty - like ensuring
safety, military strategy, and more.
After the death of Imam Ali (AS), the Muslims of Kufa paid
allegiance to Imam Hasan (AS). For a short, peaceful period of
time, Imam Hasan had full control over the caliphate.
However, Muawiya (LA) - for his own ulterior motives - did not
recognize Imam Hasan’s caliphate, and decided to wage war
against him. In a series of letters between the two, Imam
Hasan (AS) made clear his intention of facing Muawiya (LA)
on the battlefield. Unfortunately, there were a few
complications. The Shia population of Kufa was and always
had been loyal to Imam Hasan (AS), but they were few and far
in between. The vast majority of his army was composed of
supporters of feudalism (for this group, tribal alliances were
more important than religious alliances), the groups
interested in worldly desires, and the Khawarij. Additionally,
Muawaiya (LA) had a vast network of spies and often used
negative messaging (and other tricky tactics) to erode
people’s support for Imam Hasan (AS).
When the time came for battle, the vanguard brigade of Imam
Hasan’s (AS) army - led by Ubaidullah b. Abbas - was drawn
away by Muawaiya’s lies about Imam Hasan (AS)
preemptively offering a peace treaty. The vanguard brigade
made up a significant portion of the army, and without it,
many other parts of the army began to lose hope and started
to defect. Other parts of the army were enticed by worldly
treasures like land and governorships. Those who were left
did not want to fight. In the end, Imam Hasan (AS) wanted to
avoid war, as he did not want to endanger the lives of the
Muslims that remained. It was under these conditions that a
peace treaty was suggested, with Muawiya (LA) sending
Imam Hasan (AS) a signed and sealed blank paper, indicating
that Muawiya (LA) would accept any terms that the Imam
would write. There were four main aspects to the treaty.

Muawiya should act in accordance with the Qur'an.
Muawiya should not appoint a successor, and the
caliphate would be given back to Imam Hasan and
Imam Husain.
The Ahlul Bayt and their followers would remain safe
under Muawiya’s rule.
The cursing of Imam Ali (AS) on the pulpit would cease.
However, Muawiya (LA) broke all of these agreements.
Muawiya (LA) did not follow the rules of the Qu'ran, he
appointed Yazid as his successor, he poisoned Imam
Hasan (AS), and he continued the cursing of Imam Ali (AS).
The fact that Muawiya (LA) later broke all the terms of the
treaty showed to later generations how little he valued his
promises and how much of a tyrant he was. Imam Hasan
(AS) was not weak or cowardly, but rather he made the
right decision for the problem at hand. His caliphate should
be remembered in a positive light, and not be on the
receiving end of the derision it often gets from the
ungrateful Muslim Ummah.

Upcoming Idara Events
Friday April 29
Qur'an Competition
Monday May 2
Eid Salaat & Celebrations
Monday May 9
Jannatul Baqee Day Protest & Majlis
Saturday May 14
Spring Cleanup Day
Sunday June 12
JIS Graduation Ceremony
Sunday June 19
General Body Meeting
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Refugee Coin Drive
by Aelia Thakkar
The past year has seen countless challenges for Afghans fleeing the Taliban’s federal
government takeover. Many of these refugees have been arriving in the DMV area seeking
asylum, temporary shelter, employment, and resources. Of the thousands of refugees who
have arrived in the past year, a large number of them are dynamic families: related or cohabitational groups. These families, of up to seven people ranging from infancy to senior age,
face unique challenges during the first few months of their arrival to the U.S. They often live
together in single hotel rooms provided to them by social service organizations and nonprofits.
Without steady income, or enough money coming in to comfortably support such large units,
these families struggle to access basic utilities and needs. Among these needs are nutritious
food, laundry, seasonal clothing, and educational materials for the school-aged children. Many
parents have taken to washing diapers and undergarments in sinks and showers of their hotel
rooms, which poses sanitation hazards to those in confined spaces.
These issues caught the attention of many high school students across Howard County.
Through social service sponsor Luminus, students from six of the county’s twelve high schools
- Centennial HS, Howard HS, Marriotts Ridge HS, Reservoir HS, River Hill HS, and Wilde Lake HS
- met to organize a drive for the benefit of Maryland’s refugee families during the last week of
February. The goal was to conduct school-wide coin drives that would eventually be collected,
counted, and converted into quarters for use at laundromats, vending machines, and quarterbased AC and heat services in certain hotels and gift cards to grocery and clothing stores
(such as Giant, Ross, etc.) Overall, the drive was a massive success, generating over $1200
county-wide in quarters and change. After being converted to the aforementioned quarter rolls
and gift-cards, volunteers handed out the collection results at an event on April 5, 2022.
We encourage all members of Islamic community of the DMV area to keep the Afghan
refugees in your du’a and prayers, and to please help out in any way you can. Please note that
Idara has started its own social service agency that is working to help refugees in our
communities. We encourage all members to volunteer and to support this great cause. Visit
dmvrefugees.com for more information to get involved.

Idara Membership Reminder
Friendly reminder to renew your membership for 2022. For your convenience,
you can make payment online via https://jaferia.org/donations/membership/
If you’re not already a member, there’s no time like the present to get your
membership! Please visit https://jaferia.org/forms/ to complete the
New Member Form.
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Afghan Refugee Task Force Update
Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem.
Alhamdulillah, the community has been very supportive of the work being done by Idara-e-Jaferia’s Refugee Support Task
Force. Community members have been signing up through the website www.DMVrefugees.com and have been extending
support in twelve areas, within dedicated teams.
1. Apartment Setup Team
a. Provided apartment setup support with Bradley Hills Presbyterian Church and Bethesda Jewish Congregation for 2
apartments
b. Provided apartment setup support with New Neighbor Interfaith Alliance for 1 apartment
2. Benefits Team
a. Providing support by signing up refugees for government assistance programs
3. Education Team
a. Connected family to ESL classes
b. Helping enroll an individual in community college
4. Electronics Team
a. Provided computers and cell phones for several refugee families
5. Employment Support Team
a. Created and edited resumes and cover letters
b. Conducted job searches
c. Provided suit, ties, and dress shoes for refugees to attend job fair
d. Provided information about various job fairs specifically geared for refugees
6. Financial Support Team
a. Provided rent assistance to a family facing eviction
b. Provided funds towards purchasing computers
c. Provided in-kind donations for ad hoc needs of families
d. Provided Qurans, prayer mats, turbahs, tasbeehs, and religious books
e. Took refugee family Ramadan shopping
7. Housing Team
a. Identified three housing solutions for refugee individuals
8. Legal Support Team
a. Identified pro bono attorneys and legal support organizations
b. Helped provide help with cases of filing asylum, adjustment of visa status, etc.
something else???
9. Medical Support Team
a. Connected refugees to support for short term and long term medical needs
b. Collected funds to provide mental health support for 1 individual
c. Helped get support for urgent dental needs for refugee
10. Mentoring Team
a. Is mentoring several individuals and families
b. Took refugee family to Diyanet Center to attend job fair and shopping day programs
11. Translation Team
a. Provided translation for documents, and during events and appointments
12. Transportation Team
a. Is providing transportation services for several refugees to attend programs at Idara-e-Jaferia
b. Arranged buses for refugees to attend Idara Ramadan program on weekends
The task force has met and interviewed several Shia families living in Chevy Chase, Hyattsville, and Landover to determine
and address their needs, and attended various meetings to build relationships with government agencies and other
community organizations to better support refugees. With the financial and physical support of the Idara community, we
hope to continue to expand our services and reach more refugee families as they resettle in the DMV area.
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Afghan Refugee Task Force Update Contd.

Please donate generously to
support the settlement of Afghan
refugees in the DMV area
https://jaferia.org/donations/afghan-refugee-funds/
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Idara Youth Update
The Idara Youth would like to wish all the readers
Ramadhan Mubarak. As this Ramadhan comes to
its second half, we would like to give a couple of
words of thanks and insights for the future of our
team. I would like to start by thanking Sheikh Abdul
Jalil for all of his efforts in engaging the youth and
keeping them excited for Ramadhan and the
coming months. I would also like to thank the
community for the ongoing support that has
prompted the youth to become more involved in
day-to-day
activities
such
as
Muharram
volunteering and reciting in Ramadhan.
The reception from the past few programs has
been overwhelmingly positive. With that push, we
look forward to keep on revisiting and revising our
past events to make them more inclusive and
engaging for the youth. From opening the
basketball court to having clothing drives for the
refugees, the youth of Idara are taking inspiration
from the teachings of our Imams (as). Hosting and
planning events that will bring the youth closer to
Idara and take ownership of their center.
We are excited to have Br. Muhummad Jafri as the
Youth Team Lead and Sr. Habeeba Shabbir as the
Assistant Youth Lead. They will work closely with
Sheikh Abdul Jalil to roll out new and relevant
programs to engage the youth and promote a
closer relation to our Imam (ajtf). With new social,
humanitarian, and religious events, the team looks
forward to furthering the youth of Idara and
ushering in a new generation of leaders. We would
humbly request you to encourage the youth of your
households to join the Youth Group via Discord or
join us at any of our events. Please feel free to
contact me or the team leads for more information
and any suggestions. Thank you all.
-Mehdi Hasan, Youth Committee Director
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Ramadan Traditions Around the World
by Aelia Thakkar
Traditions and practices during the month of Ramadan, while
rooted in the universal principles of self-reflection and moral
betterment, do vary from culture to culture and from place to
place. Among these variations include differences in traditional
Ramadan foods, events, and social customs.
Dearborn:
Boasting the largest population of Arab-Americans in the U.S.,
it’s no surprise that Dearborn, MI is a leader in American-Muslim
Ramadan traditions. One such tradition is the Ramadan Suhoor
Festival, which resumed this year after a two-year hiatus per
COVID. The festival runs nightly from 11pm-3am and features
food trucks, snack stalls, eateries, prayer congregations, forums,
and more. Since its launch in 2018 the festival has served as a
catalyst for the popularization and assimilation of Islamic
information and Ramadan traditions into the Dearborn
community at large, amplifying the area’s already impressive
cultural diversity.
Hyderabad:
In recent decades travel among vendors and merchants between
Hyderabad and the Middle East has led to vast cultural exchange
in various ways. One popular display of this cultural integration is
in Hyderabad’s second-most-beloved dish, haleem. A type of
stew made from slow-cooked meat and lentils, barley, or
vegetables, this dish has taken Hyderabad’s culinary scene by
storm in the near past. For the Muslim community of the city
haleem represents a quintessential big-pot dish that allows for
friends and family to gather and mingle after prayers. It is a labor
of love and a hidden cornerstone of Hyderabadi families’
Ramadan traditions.
Jerusalem:
As the home of the al-Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem’s Ramadan
traditions center largely around the landmark site. In the weeks
leading up to Ramadan lights, flags, and other decorations are
set up around the masjid and on the streets nearby in order to
wave in the month on a bright, festive note. During the actual
month of Ramadan thousands flock to al-Aqsa for prayer and
iftar, including those of other faiths who hope to gain an
understanding of Ramadan’s importance. Al-Aqsa promotes an
ethos of charity and goodwill from residents nearby, putting back
into Jerusalem what its people give in the first place.

Padusan - Jakarta Tradition
Jakarta:
Padusan is an ancient tradition in which many
Indonesian Muslims take part in ritual bathing
and cleansing as a calming precursor to the
month of Ramadan. Stemming from the
abundance of springs and falls around the
island of Java, which houses a large population
of Indonesians as well as the nation’s capital,
traditional baths and full-body dips into the
water signify purification and an easier
transition into the holiest month. These baths
can be done at home or in public freshwater
pools, and are intended to act as both a social
event and a spiritual recentering.
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Ramadan Iftaar Trivia
Special Ramadan Dishes Around the World
Can you guess the origin of these dishes?
1 - Harira
A rich brown soup made of lentils, chickpeas, rice, and meat stock. Can you guess which country of origin? The
people of this country break their fast with this special soup.
2 - Nafaqo
This special appetizer is stuffed egged potatoes and sometimes beef is used instead of the potatoes. Great
techniques are used in its presentation. Where is this dish from?
3 - Fata
This layered dish consists of crispy bread at the bottom, followed by rice in the middle, and meat with sauce in its
top layer. The people of this country are known for their love for fish. Where is this dish from?
4 - Ayam Masak Merah
This dish literary means 'red cooked chicken'. Can you guess which country is it from? The people of this country
traditionally serve it on the Eid day.
5 - Jollof
This spiced rice dish is simmered in reduced tomatoes, onions, peppers. It can have various different seasoning
depending on which country it is from in Africa. Each county has its own variation. How many countries of Africa
can you guess that this dish is popular in? This staple dish is served in gatherings during Ramadan
6 - Gullac
Layers of thin corn starch soaked in rosewater-infused milk and topped with crushed pistachios and glistening
pomegranate seeds. Can you guess the country of origin of this dessert?
7 - Kolak
This dessert dish consists of coconut milk cooked with palm sugar and pandan leaves. The origin of this dish is
somewhere in Asia. The people of this country enjoy this dessert at iftaar time.
8 - Bubur Lambuk
This spiced porridge is given out in the mosques during the holy month of Ramadan. The most common spices in
this dish are date powder, aniseed, cardamom, clove, and black pepper. Where is it most popular?
9 - Nonbu Kanji
This coconut milk base dish is a very popular comfort food during Ramadan in this country. It is slow-cooked with
beef or chicken stock, pandan (screwpine) leaves, garlic, and coconut milk, and the meat is added upon serving.
Can you guess this South Asian country?
10 - Mansaf
Marinated meat is cooked in a sauce of fermented dried yogurt and then served with fragrant rice. Hint - This is in
Middle Eastern region. It is a national dish of this country
Answers:
1 - Morocco ; 2 - Somalia ; 3 - Egypt ; 4 - Malaysia ; 5 - Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal, Cameroon, and Liberia
6 - Turkey ; 7 - Indonesia ; 8 - Malaysia ; 9 - Sri Lanka ; 10 - Jordon
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Join the Al-Muntazir Team!!
Join our team by emailing ms@jaferia.org
All are welcome to join with
any level of experience!

If you would like to make a suggestion or
volunteer, please visit:
https://jaferia.org/forms/
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